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HPD staff share new informational
materials at a pilot of the street
team proposal.

ABOUT THIS REPORT

Executive Summary
Background
In 2013, the New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development, the
Parsons DESIS Lab, and the Public Policy Lab released a set of proposals intended to
help New Yorkers more successfully navigate the affordable housing application process.
(Public & Collaborative: Designing Services for Housing, the sister publication to this
report, details the proposals and the collaborative design process used to develop them.)
The pilot proposals recommended that HPD enhance the application process by:
1. creating new, human-centered informational materials,
2. encouraging hyper-local marketing by developers,
3. supporting community-based “housing ambassadors,” and
4. forming a street team for in-person HPD outreach.
These new services and materials were designed to create a knowledge-sharing
infrastructure that enables the dynamic and reciprocal exchange of information among
HPD leadership and front-line staff, residents, community-based partners, and housing
developers.

Evaluation Activities
This document is a candid evaluation of pilot implementations of the Public &
Collaborative services and materials. Using a range of qualitative and quantitative
assessments—including results from a survey of nearly 2,500 New Yorkers—the
evaluation team looked both at the process by which each of four pilot proposals was
implemented and also the outcomes and impacts of those activities. Piloting and
evaluation activities took place over a 12-month period, ending in July 2014.

Evaluation of Objectives & Outcomes
The evaluation team found that the pilots clearly met the proposals’ stated design
objectives: to encourage information accessibility and exchange, account for applicants’
lived reality, and enable more informed decision-making (although findings were
somewhat mixed regarding the first of those objectives). The pilots also achieved their
intended short-term outcomes, to create stronger support for community groups that
provide applicants with assistance and to generate greater access to information about
the process. Long-term outcomes and impacts, described below, also pointed toward
success, though findings in those areas are necessarily preliminary.

Evaluation of Implementation
Test implementation of all four pilots was largely carried out as designed. Piloting
revealed that the informational materials and the housing ambassadors programs are
effective and are suitable for scaling. Implementation of the street team and hyper-local
marketing proposals was successfully achieved, but the pilots also suggest a need for
additional resources or different approaches before the programs are scaled up.

Next Steps
The findings and recommendations contained in this assessment are intended to provide
guidance to the New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development
as the agency contemplates scaling the pilot programs. It’s also hoped that this
evaluation will inspire and support similar efforts by other design practitioners to carry
out and publish assessments of programs to innovate public services.

1

EVALUATION
OF DESIGN
OBJECTIVES
& OUTCOMES
A primary goal of our evaluation process was to determine
if the four proposals, when piloted, actually met the three
original design objectives and created a new infrastructure
for knowledge sharing between affordable housing applicants
and providers.
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WHAT WERE
THE DESIGN
OBJECTIVES?

WHAT
OUTCOMES
WERE
EXPECTED?

The goal of the Public & Collaborative pilots
was to test whether a new knowledge-sharing
infrastructure—a coordinated approach to
providing information through multiple channels—
could create a better service experience for
New Yorkers during the affordable housing
application process overseen by the NYC
Department of Housing Preservation and
Development (HPD). To meet that goal, the
pilots were designed to meet three objectives:

•

The project’s theory of change (see Figure 1)
was that by meeting these design objectives, the
pilots would contribute to short- and long-term
outcomes: In the short term, the project team
hoped that meeting the design objectives would
lead to stronger support for community groups
providing one-on-one assistance to applicants
and to greater applicant access to clear and
consistent information about the process.

In the longer term, the design objectives were
intended to increase awareness of HPD’s
affordable housing program and improve
comprehension of application requirements
and processes, as well as applicant rights and
responsibilities. Ultimately, the intended impact
is for more eligible applicants to apply for and
accept affordable housing units.

•
•

Encourage information accessibility and
exchange.
Account for applicants’ lived reality.
Enable more informed decision-making.

A fourth objective of the pilots was to carry
out an assessment of the pilot activities—the
purpose of this document.

FIGURE 1

THEORY
OF CHANGE
By carrying out the
pilot activities, the
project team hoped
to meet specific
short- and long-term
design objectives.
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Housing ambassadors discuss the
infomational materials after an
initial training session at HPD.

HOW DID WE
ASSESS THE
OBJECTIVES &
OUTCOMES?

Although the ultimate impact cannot yet be
evaluated, given the relatively short timeframe
since the pilots’ launch, we can now assess
whether the pilots met their design objectives
and offer some preliminary findings about the
outcomes of the pilot activities.

•

Evaluation of the design objectives and outcomes
is based on results from a range of quantitative
and qualitative assessments, including:

•

•

•

•

•

8

responses from nearly 2,500 housing
applicants to an online survey (posted over
four weeks from June to July 2014, a period
during which nearly 250,000 applications
were submitted to eight developments);
tracking of materials downloads over eight
months, between November 2013 and July
2014;
an in-person survey of 60 members of the
public who interacted with the HPD street
team pilot on May 6, 2014;
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•
•

•

in-person user-testing sessions with
ambassadors and applicants;
observation of ambassador information
sessions and monitoring of feedback calls;
shadowing of marketing agents during hyperlocal activities;
observation of the street team pilot in
action;
assessment interviews with HPD staff,
marketing agents, and ambassadors; and
bi-weekly status calls with the project team
to review implementation activities.

The preliminary evaluation plan—as well as
survey questions, testing scripts, and interview
questions—are presented as appendices to
this document. Note also that findings below
aggregate stakeholders’ experiences in order to
evaluate the design objectives and outcomes.
For detailed information on the implementation
of each pilot, see specific sections of Part 2.

OBJECTIVE 1

Did the Pilots Encourage Information
Accessibility & Exchange?
OVERALL ASSESSMENT

YES

The informational materials and the three community-based systems for
collaboration were designed to build shared knowledge among the affordable
housing community, from HPD to developers, community based organizations
(CBOs), and potential applicants. The first design objective was for stakeholders
to have ready access to good information—and then to not only personally
become more informed, but also begin to share knowledge with their networks.
To evaluate whether the pilots encouraged information accessibility and exchange,
we’ve assessed how well the collective pilot activities met our evaluation criteria:

DID THE PILOT ACTIVITIES…

ASSESSMENT

enhance the work of each stakeholder in the system?

mixed

meet stakeholder needs and expectations for information
exchange and support?

mixed

provide adequate access to informational materials?

mixed

encourage collaboration among implementation partners?

yes

support CBOs in providing one-to-one assistance to applicants?

yes

encourage information exchange between potential applicants
and their peer networks?

yes

empower potential applicants to use and share the
informational materials?

yes

encourage collective empowerment through collaboration and
information exchange?

yes

clarify incomplete or inaccurate assumptions held by
stakeholders?

yes

help stakeholders keep up with marketing information?

yes

FINDINGS
Did the pilots enhance the work of each stakeholder in
the system?
Findings were mixed. Applicants benefited from all three community-based
outreach systems and from the informational materials, in whatever way they
were accessed. Ambassadors appreciated the materials and the new support
their pilot provided. HPD derived significant benefit from the materials and
from the strengthened relationship with ambassadors; the street team and
hyper-local pilots provided some value, but with operational caveats. Developers
benefited perhaps the least, as the hyper-local pilot had a limited observed
return on time invested.

EVALUATION OF DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES
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Did the pilots meet stakeholder needs and expectations for
information exchange and support?
Findings were mixed. HPD and ambassadors’ expectations were largely met,
and applicants were strongly positive about the provision of easy-to-understand
materials. However, in some cases, applicants’ increased understanding of
the process led to disappointment at their lack of eligibility or the limited
numbers of appropriate units available, and some developers struggled with the
requirements of their hyper-local pilot and/or experienced challenges adapting
the new advertisement template.

Did the pilots provide adequate access to informational materials?
Findings were mixed. Over the eight-month tracking period, materials were
downloaded from multiple online locations a total of more than 350,000 times
(see Figure 2). In addition, HPD printed and distributed approximately 2,000
physical copies of these assets to ambassadors and members of the public.
While this scale of distribution exceeded expectations for the pilot phase, it
should be noted that survey responses from nearly 2,500 online applicants
showed that fewer than half of all respondents had accessed any one of the
informational materials (see Figure 3), suggesting that a significant number of
applicants went through the process without additional informational support.

Did the pilots encourage collaboration among implementation
partners?
Yes. In particular, HPD’s marketing team and the ambassador organizations
developed strong new working relationships. We also observed a successful
level of collaboration among different divisions within HPD (e.g. marketing,
strategic planning, and public outreach and education staff).

Did the pilots support CBOs in providing one-to-one assistance
to applicants?
Yes. Ambassadors reported successfully using the materials to communicate the
concepts of the application process with their constituents. The informational
materials were frequently used as the basis for more in-depth questions,
explanations, or discussion.

FIGURE 2

Download Totals (November 2013–July 2014)

MATERIAL DOWNLOADS
Information materials were downloaded
more than 350,000 times during the
eight-month pilot period.

192,785
‘After You Apply’ Checklists Booklet

157,111
‘What to Expect’ Process Map

4,335
HPD

Monthly Listings Flyer
HPD
Website
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Housing
Connect

Did the pilots encourage information exchange between
potential applicants and their
peer networks?
Yes. Members of the public who interacted with the street team reported
that the one-on-one engagement with team members prepared them to share
affordable housing with their friends and family. Hyper-local marketing activities
also prompted feedback from members of the public about their interest in
sharing affordable housing knowledge with their networks.

Did the pilots empower potential applicants to utilize and
share the informational materials?
PILOT FEEDBACK

“Can I take the left-over
printouts? I do community
corners at our church on
Saturdays and would like
to use them to explain how
to apply to people in my
community.”
Participant at Workshop
Organized by a Housing
Ambassador

Yes. Ambassadors reported that applicants asked for additional copies of
materials to share with family and friends.

Did the pilots encourage collective empowerment through
collaboration and information exchange?
Yes. Overall, most stakeholders reported an increased level of knowledge and
confidence after using the materials and interacting with other participants.

Did the pilots clarify incomplete or inaccurate assumptions
held by stakeholders?
Yes. Applicants who met with ambassadors reported a greater understanding
of application requirements and their ability to meet those requirements—
although, as noted above, the realization by some applicants that they were
likely not eligible was often disappointing.

Did the pilots help stakeholders keep up with marketing
information?
Yes. Ambassadors appreciated the monthly listing flyer, in particular, as a tool
to stay on top of current developments. Applicants also found the flyer helpful,
but it should be noted that the visualization of only those units currently being
marketed made it very apparent (especially during the street team event) how
limited the choices and options can be at various times, confirming the belief of
many New Yorkers that affordable housing is not available for them.

FIGURE 3

When trying to learn more about affordable housing in New York City, did you find or see...

ONLINE SURVEY:
MATERIALS RECOGNITION
Survey respondents’ familiarity with the
survey materials ranged from a high of
72% (for the housing advertisement) to a
low of 15% (for the monthly listings flyer).

46.6%
‘What to Expect’ Process Map

40.1%
‘After You Apply’ Checklists Booklet

71.5%
Affordable Housing Advertisement

15.3%
Monthly Listings Flyer
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OBJECTIVE 2

Did the Pilots Account for
Applicants’ Lived Realities?
OVERALL ASSESSMENT

YES

The second design objective was for New Yorkers to have access to affordable
housing information in their everyday environs, on the premise that potential
applicants would be more receptive to receiving information presented in the
context of their daily lives.
To evaluate whether the pilots accounted for applicants’ lived reality, we’ve
assessed how well the collective pilot activities met our evaluation criteria:

DID POTENTIAL APPLICANTS…

ASSESSMENT

appreciate interacting with affordable housing
informational materials in casual and “everyday” settings?

yes

report that discussion of affordable housing in informal
settings affected their receptivity to and comprehension of
informational materials?

yes

indicate that person-to-person interactions facilitated by
informational materials informed their decision to apply for
housing?

yes

FINDINGS
Did potential applicants appreciate interacting with affordable
housing informational materials in casual and “everyday”
settings?
Yes. Members of the public who interacted with the street team indicated
that they valued the team’s appearance in a community location, and many
requested more such appearances. Members of the public who interacted with
hyper-local marketing activities similarly expressed appreciation for finding
affordable housing information in such convenient locations as bodegas,
laundromats, etc.

Did potential applicants report that discussion of affordable
housing in informal settings affected their comprehension of
informational materials?
Yes. Residents who interacted with street team members and ambassadors
expressed appreciation for the materials and reported that they were helpful,
and more than two-thirds of online survey respondents reported that the
materials increased their comprehension (see Figure 5). Note that our evaluation
process unfortunately did not allow for surveying potential applicants to
determine their comprehension of the process before using the materials, then
assessing their understanding after exposure to the materials.
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A hyper-local marketing pilot agent
posts a housing advertisement in an
everyday setting—a laundromat.

Did potential applicants indicate that person-to-person
interactions facilitated by informational materials informed
their decision to apply for housing?
Yes. Ambassadors reported that when they reviewed the materials with potential
applicants, those applicants were then clearer on available opportunities
and requirements. In some cases, a greater comprehension of program
requirements also led people who were not eligible for a given development to
recognize that and to refrain from applying.

EVALUATION OF DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES
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OBJECTIVE 3

Did the Pilots Enable
Informed Decision-Making?
OVERALL ASSESSMENT

YES

The third design objective was to increase applicants’ comprehension of the
affordable housing application process, enabling more informed decisionmaking during their application experience.
To evaluate how well the pilots enabled more informed decision-making, we’ve
assessed how well potential applicants:

DID POTENTIAL APPLICANTS…

ASSESSMENT

understand the informational materials and find them to be
clear and trustworthy?

yes

better understand application time frames and processes,
as described by the informational materials?

yes

better understand and interpret income guidelines, per the
description in the informational materials?

yes

use the informational materials as a self-guiding tool, or use
them to pass on information to members of their networks?

yes

Feedback on this objective was primarily gathered during the street team event
and in interviews with housing ambassadors. Most members of the public
appreciated the clarity of the informational material as well as the opportunity
to ask questions in a variety of settings (street team appearance, ambassadorheld info sessions).

FIGURE 4

How did you find out about the affordable housing opportunity you applied to recently?

ONLINE SURVEY:
SOURCES OF HOUSING
INFORMATION

45.9%
30.6%

Many survey respondents reported
receiving information about affordable
housing from their friends and family
members.

19.0%
7.7%

Local Advertisement or Flyer
HPD Facebook Announcement

0.8%

HPD Street Team Member

0.2%

HPD Twitter Message

32.4%
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Friend or Family Member
Email from HPD

5.8%
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Housing Connect Website

Other

FINDINGS
Did potential applicants understand the informational
materials and find them to be clear and trustworthy?
Yes. Respondents to the online survey overwhelmingly indicated that the
materials were helpful, as did members of the public who interacted with the
street team and ambassadors.

Did potential applicants better understand application time
frames and processes, as described by the informational
materials?
Yes. The ‘What to Expect’ process map and the ‘After You Apply’ checklists
booklet allowed applicants to familiarize themselves with the application
process.

Did potential applicants better understand and interpret
income guidelines, per the description in the informational
materials?

PILOT FEEDBACK

“It depressed me to see
nothing available for a
2-person, 2-bedroom for a
yearly salary of $50,000.”
Online Survey Respondent

PILOT FEEDBACK

“The link [to the ‘What to
Expect’ process map] was sent
to me by a family member.”

Yes. The ‘After You Apply’ checklists booklet and the clear income requirements
on the advertisement also helped applicants to familiarize themselves with
income and eligibility requirements. According to feedback from ambassadors
and from survey respondents, this caused some frustration as applicants
realized that their financial circumstances did not match requirements and that
therefore their chances of getting a unit were limited.

Did potential applicants use the informational materials as
a self-guiding tool or use them to pass on information to
members of their networks?
Yes. Ambassadors reported that applicants asked for additional copies of
materials to share with family and friends. Members of the public who met the
street team and hyper-local market staff also indicated an interest in sharing
information about affordable housing with their friends and family. Multiple
survey respondents also noted that they had received informational materials
“from a friend” or relative, and survey responses suggest that nearly a third
of applicants learned of housing opportunities from their social network (see
Figure 4).

Online Survey Respondent

EVALUATION OF DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES
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INTENDED OUTCOME

Did the Pilots Meet Intended
Short-Term Outcomes?
OVERALL ASSESSMENT

YES

Meeting the three design objectives was intended to lead to two short-term
outcomes. We’ve assessed how well the collective pilot activities led to these
short-term outcomes:

DID THE PILOT ACTIVITIES LEAD TO…

ASSESSMENT

stronger support for community groups providing
one-on-one assistance to applicants?

yes

greater applicant access to clear and consistent
information about the process?

yes

FINDINGS
Did the pilot activities lead to stronger support for community
groups providing one-on-one assistance to applicants?
Yes. The informational materials and housing ambassadors’ pilots were very
successful in providing direct support to CBOs.

Did the pilot activities lead to greater applicant access to
clear and consistent information about the process?
Yes. Respondents to the online survey and members of the public who interacted
with housing ambassadors, street team, and hyper-local marketing staff largely
suggested that the pilot activities helped make the process easier to understand.

FIGURE 5

ONLINE SURVEY:
AWARENESS &
COMPREHENSION
A significant majority of survey
respondents gave the informational
materials strongly positive ratings—
at least a 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale.

On a scale of 1 to 5, how helpful was the document for helping you understand the affordable
housing application process [process map and checklists booklet] or increasing your
awareness of affordable housing opportunities in New York City [advertisement and flyer]?
1
NOT HELPFUL

‘What to Expect’ Process Map

‘After You Apply’ Checklists Booklet

Affordable Housing Advertisement

Monthly Listings Flyer
16
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5
VERY HELPFUL

INTENDED OUTCOME

Did the Pilots Meet Intended
Long-Term Outcomes?
OVERALL ASSESSMENT

PRELIMINARILY, YES

Meeting the short-term outcomes is intended to lead to two long-term
outcomes. Our findings here are preliminary, but we have some indications of
how the short-term outcomes are pointing to longer-term outcomes.

DID THE SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES LEAD TO…

ASSESSMENT

increased awareness of HPD's affordable housing program?

yes

improved comprehension of application requirements and
processes, as well as applicant rights and responsibilities?

yes

FINDINGS
Did the short-term outcomes lead to increased awareness of
HPD’s affordable housing programs?
PILOT FEEDBACK

“This is indeed very helpful.
I am preparing to be
prepared.”
Online Survey Respondent

Yes. Interactions with the public and survey responses indicated that the pilot
activities and materials were successful in increasing awareness of HPD’s programs.

Did the short-term outcomes lead to improved comprehension
of application requirements and processes, as well as
applicant rights and responsibilities?
Yes. Interactions with the public and survey responses indicated that the pilot
activities and materials were successful in increasing the public’s comprehension
of HPD’s programs. It is worth noting, however, that materials designed to
increase awareness (the redesigned housing advertisement and monthly listings
flyer) ranked slightly higher in our online survey than comprehension-building
materials (the ‘What to Expect’ process map and ‘After You Apply’ checklists
booklet), with the former judged positively around three-quarters of the time,
compared to about two-thirds of respondents giving the comprehension
materials strongly positive marks (see Figure 5).

EVALUATION OF DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES
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Community organizations taking part
in the housing ambassadors pilot
attended a training at HPD.
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INTENDED IMPACT

Have the Pilots Had the
Intended Impact?
OVERALL ASSESSMENT

TOO SOON TO TELL

Ultimately, the intended impact is for more eligible applicants to apply
for and accept affordable housing units. As we noted in the original pilot
recommendations document, Public & Collaborative: Designing Services for
Housing, further implementation and evaluation will be required to assess any
ultimate impact:
…only an experimental research model, with a control group and an
experimental group, can accurately measure impact. Should HPD
decide to scale up the proposals, it’s recommended that HPD set
up an experimental research model to assess the specific impact
that the pilot proposals and resultant knowledge-sharing infrastructure
have on:
•
•
•

increasing the number of eligible applicants applying for and
accepting affordable housing units,
enabling developers to meet community preference categories, and
decreasing the number of affordable units going to open market.

Based on the largely positive outcomes of the pilots, it’s our hope that HPD
will improve each program and scale it up. Recommendations for scaling are
contained in each of the implementation assessment sections that follow.

EVALUATION OF DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES
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2

EVALUATION
OF PILOT
IMPLEMENTATION
In addition to assessing whether the pilots met the design
objectives, we’ve also attempted to capture the processes
involved in implementing the pilots, lessons learned from the
implementations, and potential items for consideration should
HPD decide to take any pilot to a larger scale.
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PILOT 1

Assessing the Informational
Materials Pilot
The informational materials pilot
required HPD to deploy a new set
of public-facing communications
designed to improve understanding
of the application process for
affordable housing. Five new
materials were developed, each
suitable for distribution as print
documents or as downloadable PDFs.
Implementation of this pilot
required testing content with
users, performing iterative design
revisions, participating in training
sessions, developing content
governance plans, and distributing
materials strategically through a
variety of different channels. The
evaluation goal for the informational
materials pilot was to understand
the effort needed by HPD to engage
in this level of content development
and management.

INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS
PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
Prior to releasing the informational materials to the public, HPD and the Public
Policy Lab organized two feedback workshops at local community based
organizations (CBOs) to evaluate the content and design of the materials. The
goals of these workshops were to hear from CBO staff and members of the
public to what extent the informational materials were helpful, intuitive, and
easy to use. Feedback distilled from these users informed a new round of
design refinements before the materials were deployed.
Four documents—the ‘What to Expect’ process map, the monthly listings flyer,
the redesigned affordable housing advertisement, and the ‘After You Apply’
checklists booklet—were made available to the public as part of the pilot
implementation. A fifth document (the income guide) was not distributed
publicly, but was provided to housing ambassadors for their feedback and review.
All four of the publicly released materials were made available in hard copy
and were variously used in the three pilots of community-based engagement
strategies. Additionally, digital versions of the materials were made available
online.

INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS
LESSONS LEARNED
Did HPD successfully test the informational materials with
users and refine appropriately?
Materials were tested with users at two sites, at the offices of the Mutual
Housing Association of New York (MHANY) in Brooklyn and on the premises
of a housing project developed by the Women’s Housing and Economic
Development Corporation (WHEDco) in the Bronx.
MHANY is a nonprofit organization committed to increasing affordable housing
opportunities for low- and moderate-income families and working with residents
to improve community conditions and increase neighborhood participation,
among other goals. The other user-testing site was WHEDco, a community
development organization in the Bronx that builds sustainable, affordable
homes and also offers residents a wide range of educational, arts, economic
development, and family support services.

A redesigned housing advertisement and
three other new informational materials
were distributed to the public during pilot
activities.

At MHANY’s Brooklyn office, Public Policy Lab and HPD staff tested the
monthly listings flyer, the ‘What to Expect’ process map, and the ‘After You
Apply’ checklists booklet with four participants, all of whom had previously
sought housing counseling from the organization. WHEDCo’s staff recruited six
residents from one of their housing developments. Being residents of affordable
housing, these participants had previous experience applying for affordable
housing, including documenting their income. As such, the testing team
focused on capturing feedback to the income guide.

EVALUATION OF PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
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PILOTED INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS

Your Guide to
Affordable Housing

www.nyc.gov/housingconnect

Visit www.nyc.gov/housingconnect to
get more information or to apply online.

facebook.com/NYCHPD

@nychousing

What does it mean for
housing to be “affordable”?

This document is for informational purposes only.
This is not an application for affordable housing.
Filling out this document does not guarantee that
you will receive an affordable unit.

www.nyc.gov/housingconnect
www.nyc.gov/hpd

Steps to Apply

A common rule is that housing
is considered affordable when
households have to spend no more
than 30% of their gross income on
rent and utilities. If a family has
to spend more than 30% of their
income on rent, they are considered
‘rent burdened.’

LE T’S G E T S TARTE D...

1

2

HPD

3

Learn About Eligbility and
Application Requirements

www.nyc.gov/housingconnect

Mail Your Application or
Register and Submit Online

facebook.com/NYCHPD
@nychousing
www.nyc.gov/housingconnect
www.nyc.gov/hpd

www.nyc.gov/housingconnect

facebook.com/NYCHPD
@nychousing

Understand
eligibility
guidelines

Look for
affordable
housing

Y O UR G UIDE TO
AFFO RDABLE HO US ING

4

5

6

$

Find Affordable Housing
Listings Online or in Print

Steps to Apply

Sign a lease,
appeal, or
apply to others

If selected,
Wait while
prove your
applications
are processed eligibility

Submit
your
application

Understand
eligibility
guidelines

Look for
affordable
housing

www.nyc.gov/housingconnect
www.nyc.gov/hpd

1

2

HPD

It May Take 2 to 10 Months
to Hear Back

If Selected, Go to Your
Interview with Documents

Rejected? Challenge via
Appeal and Apply to Others.

Visit www.nyc.gov/housingconnect to
get more information or to apply online.
This document is for informational purposes only.
This is not an application for affordable housing.
Filling out this document does not guarantee that
you will receive an affordable unit.

This document is for informational purposes only.
This is not an application for affordable housing.
Filling out this document does not guarantee that
you will receive an affordable unit.

If selected,
Wait while
prove your
applications
are processed eligibility

3

4

Sign a lease,
appeal, or
apply to others

5

The ‘What to Expect’ process map was distributed during
the housing ambassadors and street team pilots; it was
also posted to the HPD, HDC, and NYC Housing Connect
websites as part of the informational materials pilot.
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$

Find Affordable Housing
Listings
Visit NYC Housing Connect
for current listings:
www.nyc.gov/housingconnect
Call 311 and ask for the
Affordable Housing Hotline.
Look for advertisements
in newspapers.

Learn About Eligibility

Apply Online

Different affordable housing
developments have different
income requirements. Carefully
read the income guidelines for each
advertised apartment. You may fall
in different categories for different
developments, depending on your
income and household size.

Create an account on
www.nyc.gov/housingconnect.

You May be Eligible If...
• your combined household income
is between a development’s low and
high limits.

Look for posters at construction
sites, at local community
organizations, and around
your neighborhood.

• the members of your household
meet program rules.
• your credit history meets the
developer’s standards.
• you do not have housing, legal,
or criminal issues.

You May Get Preference
for a Development If You…
• have mobility, hearing, and/or
vision impairments.

IMPORTANT
FRAUD ALERT

Do not pay any money or fee at any time to anyone for an
application to any HPD or HDC-sponsored housing project.
If you see an advertisement for an HPD or HDC affordable housing
project that is not posted on an official City web site, report it to
311 immediately.

DON’T SUBMIT DUPLICATE APPLICATIONS

Only one application per household may be submitted to each
property. If you apply online, then you may NOT submit a paper
application to the same lottery. If you apply via paper, then you
may NOT submit an online application to the same lottery.

• currently live in the same
Community Board District. Find out
what district you live in: http://www.
nyc.gov/html/ cau/html/cb/cb.shtml.
• work for the City of New York.
For more info, visit: http://www.nyc.
gov/html/hpd/html/apartment/faqsmunicipal-employees.shtml
Applicants who live in New York City
receive a general preference over
non-city residents.

Submit an application to
developments of your choice.

Apply Through the Mail
Check the property advertisement,
which tell you how to request an
application by mail.
Sign your application, or it will
be rejected.
Mail your application before the
deadline date; do not use priority,
certified, registered, express,
overnight, or oversized mail.
Your chances of being selected
in a lottery are the same, whether
you apply online or by mail.
Answer all of the questions on
the application to the best of
your knowledge. Fraudulent or
incomplete information may result
in disqualification.

Don’t Submit Duplicate
Applications
If you apply online, then you may
NOT submit a paper application
to the same lottery. If you apply
via paper, then you may NOT
submit an online application to
the same lottery.

How Applications
Are Processed

Go to the Interview

All applications are randomly
ordered and assigned a log number
based on this order.
To maintain fairness, housing
developers work in order of the
randomized log numbers which
provides basis for resident selection
and the process of verifying
eligibility of applicants.
Applicants that meet one or more
preferences will be given first
consideration. See Step 2 for a
list of the preference categories.

When Will You Hear Back?
A property may receive anywhere
between 200 and 40,000 applications. You may hear about the status
of your application within two to ten
months after the deadline.
However, because there are so
many applications, you may not be
contacted, even if you qualify for the
property for which you applied.

If you are selected, you will be
contacted by the developer. They
will invite you to an interview to
verify if you meet eligibility rules.
Your interview is very important.
Spots are limited. Confirm your
appointment immediately or
reschedule if necessary.
Going to the interview does NOT
guarantee that you will receive
affordable housing.

Bring Documentation
You will be asked to bring copies of
birth certificates, IDs, pay stubs, tax
returns, proof of address, and other
detailed documentation for each
member of your household.

Wait for Confirmation
After the developer verifies your
eligibility, a City employee will
review your file for accuracy.
If there are questions, you will be
contacted.

Your chances of being contacted
are greatest if you are randomly
assigned a low log number, or
you meet one or more preference
criteria.

If Your Eligibility
is Confirmed…
If your file is in order, you may
be invited to sign a lease.
You might also be placed on a
waiting list. The developer will tell
you if you if you’re on the waiting
list. You are responsible for notifying
the developer every six months if
you wish to remain on the list.

If You Are Found
Not Eligible…
You will receive a rejection letter. If
you disagree, you can appeal. You
have two weeks or ten business
days to appeal the decision.
As described in the rejection letter,
you will need to submit an appeal in
writing to the developer, explaining
the reason you believe the rejection
was in error.

You Can Apply to Others
Submit an application for another
affordable housing development.
You can apply for as many
developments as you want.

Visit www.nyc.gov/housingconnect to get more info or to apply online.

This building is being constructed through the Low-Income Affordable Marketplace Program (LAMP) of the New York City Housing Development
Corporation and the Low Income Rental Program (LIRP) of the New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development.
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HOUSING ADVERTISING TEMPLATE

	
  

	
  

45 NEWLY CONSTRUCTED UNITS

	
  

500 West 30th Street, Chelsea, Manhattan

	
  
Who Should
Apply?

Amenities: 24-hour attended lobby, on-site resident
manager, sun terrace, fitness center†, computer lounge†,
bbq terrace†, party rooms† (†additional fees apply).

Transit: A/C/E to 34th St or M34 bus
More Info: www.developerwebsite.com
No application fee. No broker’s fee.

Individuals or households who meet the income and
household size requirements listed in the table below
may apply. Only qualified applicants will be eligible
for apartments. Applicants who live in New York City
receive a general preference for apartments.

Preference for a percentage of units goes to:
• applicants with mobility impairments (5%)
• applicants with visual or hearing impairments (2%)
• residents of Manhattan community district 7 (50%)
• municipal workers (5%)

	
  

1. View the Available Units...
Unit Size

Monthly Rent*

2. See Unit Requirements...
Units Available

Household Size**

Annual Household Earning***

Studio

$525

4

1 person

Studio

$670

22

1 person

$24,892 ̶$30,100

1 bedroom

$564

5

1 person

$21,326 ̶ $24,080

$19,920 ̶ $24,080

2 people

$21,326 ̶ $27,520

1 bedroom

$720

28

2 bedroom

$687

3

1 person

$26,675 ̶$30,100

2 people

$26,675 ̶$34,400

2 people

$25,612 ̶ $27,520

3 people

$25,612 ̶ $30,960

4 people

$25,612 ̶ $34,360

2 people

$31,989 ̶$34,400

2 bedroom

$873

2

3 people
4 people

$31,989 ̶$42,950

2 bedroom, 2 bath

$873

14

2 people

$31,989 ̶ $34,400

* Rent includes gas for cooking

$31,989 ̶$38,700

** Household size includes
everyone who will live with you,
including parents and children.
Subject to occupancy criteria.

*** Household earnings includes salary,
hourly wages, tips, Social Security,
child support, and other income for
household members. Income guidelines subject to change.

	
  
How Do You Apply?

When is the Deadline?
What Happens After
You Submit an
Application?

	
  

Apply online or through mail. To apply online, please go to: www.nyc.gov/housingconnect. To request an
application by mail, send a postcard to: Macedonia Plaza, P.O. Box 1166, New York, NY 10039. Only send
one application per development. Don’t submit duplicate applications. Do not apply online and also send
in a paper application. Applicants who submit more than one application will be disqualified.

	
  

Applications must be postmarked or submitted online no later than May 25, 2014.
Late applications will not be considered.

	
  

After the deadline, applications are selected for review through a lottery process. If yours is selected and
you appear to qualify, you will be invited to an interview to continue the process of determining your eligibility.
Interviews are usually scheduled from 2 to 10 months after the application deadline. You will be asked to bring
documents that verify your household size, identity of members of your household, and your household income.
Mayor Michael Bloomberg
HPD Commissioner RuthAnne Visnauskas
HDC President Marc Jahr
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The process map was developed to help all service
participants better understand what to expect from the
affordable housing application process. The front of the
document shows a simplified service journey—a series of
steps an applicant moves through over the duration of the
application process, from pre-marketing to lease-up. The
reverse of the document details processing requirements
and eligibility criteria related to each step.

SEE B A C K F OR M OR E I N F OR M AT I ON

Visit www.nyc.gov/housingconnect to
get more information or to apply online.

Submit
your
application

‘WHAT TO EXPECT’ PROCESS MAP

www.nyc.gov/housingconnect

EVALUATING NEW HOUSING SERVICES

HPD has long provided developers with a customizable
template for each development’s official advertisement.
Building on findings from design research, the template
was redesigned to address housing seekers’ difficulties
understanding some content; the layout was also altered
to accentuate important process details, including how
and where to apply for affordable units.
The redesigned housing advertisement was used by
16 developments during the pilot period. Redesigned
advertisements were distributed during the housing
ambassadors and street team pilots; they were also
posted to the HPD and NYC Housing Connect websites
and shared via HPD’s social media outlets as part of the
informational materials pilot. The evaluation team also
tracked new distribution methods for the advertisement in
the hyper-local marketing pilot.

PILOTED INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS

After You Apply for Affordable Housing:

Checklists
and Resources

Checklist & Resources

‘AFTER YOU APPLY’ CHECKLISTS
BOOKLET
Applicants are often unprepared for the significant
amount of documentation they must provide to verify their
application, if and when they are called in for a screening
interview.

ABOUT THIS GUIDE

Affordable housing applications are selected
for review through a lottery process. If your
application is selected and you appear to
qualify for an apartment, you will be invited to
an interview. That interview is to figure out if
you are eligible for affordable housing.
Interviews are usually scheduled from two to
ten months after the application deadline. You
will be asked to bring in documents about who
will be living with you, how much money the
household makes, your current apartment, and
other information.
This guide helps you prepare for the interview.
It lists the documents you may need to bring
and offers tips on how to find and prepare the
copies you need.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR NEW YORKERS: CHECKLIST & RESOURCES

Income
Documents

Your household’s annual income is the “gross amount”
earned by everyone over 18 who lives with you. “Gross amount”
means what you were paid by your employer before taxes.
Your gross income is usually more than your take-home pay.
(Note: If you’re self-employed, you report your net income
after deductions.)

Household Income
from Other Sources

The ‘After You Apply’ document provides checklists for
required documents (e.g., current lease, recent electricity
bill, birth certificates for each household member, pay
stubs, tax returns, etc.). It also provides tips on how to
order missing documents and lists resources for further
assistance with housing issues, such as credit disputes.
In hard copy, the checklists form a booklet with a central
spread for tucking documents as they are collected.

1

You must show documents about all the money you receive, even
if it’s not from a job. The developer will tell you what documents are
required. You’ll usually be asked to bring the following, for each
household member:
Do you receive benefits or income listed below?
Copies of documentation for:

Collect as much documentation as you can. The IRS says
the documents below are acceptable proof of income. Provide
income documents for every household member over 18.
DO YOU HAVE THESE DOCUMENTS?

o

Social Security or SSI (annual documentation)

o

Veteran’s Benefits (annual documentation)

o

Income from Rental Properties

o

Public Assistance (AFDC) (Documentation from past 120 days)

o

Armed Forces Reserves

The ‘After You Apply’ checklists booklet was distributed
during the housing ambassadors and street team pilots.
It was also posted to the HPD, HDC, and NYC Housing
Connect websites for the informational materials pilot.

Do you receive dividends and/or annuities?

Household
Employment Income

Why are all these documents necessary?

o

HPD and HDC require all of these documents to confirm and
calculate the total annual amount that your household makes
– from regular employment and from other income sources.

Do you receive scholarship and/or grant money?
o

Copies of last six (6) pay stubs

o

Copies of last year’s W-2 forms (all pages)

o

Copies of signed & completed federal and state tax returns from
the last year

o

Proof of cash payments (notarized letters from employers)

o

Bank statements that support deposits

o

Copies of separation or settlement agreement(s) stating
the amount and type of support and payment schedule

o

Copies of any official statement or print-out (dated within
the last 120 days and showing activity and amounts), or
a notarized affidavit.

Disability insurance, workers’ compensation,
and/or severance payments?
o

o

Notarized statement and/or affidavit signed by the person
providing assistance, including the purpose of the income,
dates and value of gift(s), and how often the gift is provided
(weekly, monthly, annually).

o

Bank statements supporting receipt of these payments

Copies of past 3 years’ signed Form 1040,
with schedule C, E or F

o

Copies of all 1099s from the last 3 years

o

Copies of 3 years of state tax returns

Copies of last six (6) current consecutive pay
stubs or a verification letter

Do you receive ecurring contributions and/or gifts?
Do you receive other forms of periodic income?

Is anyone in your household self-employed?
For each self-employed household member, provide copies of:
o

Copies of dated award letters

Do you receive alimony and/or child support?
Provide copies of:

Does anyone in your household earn a salary or hourly wages?
The developer will tell you what documents are required.
You’ll usually be asked to bring the following, for each
household member:
o

Copies of statement from issuing institution(s)

AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR NEW YORKERS: CHECKLIST & RESOURCES
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MONTHLY LISTING FLYER
Affordable Housing for Rent
June 2013 Listing

	
  

	
  

Visit www.nyc.gov/housingconnect
to get more info or to apply online.

	
  

Bethany Place in North Harlem, Manhattan
Income ranges between $47,383 – $129,610*
23 apartments

Deadline: August 22, 2013

THE BRONX

	
  
	
  

Harlem River Point South in East Harlem, Manhattan
	
  
Income ranges between $18,858 – $59,820*
139 apartments

Deadline: August 12, 2013

MN10
MN11

	
  

The monthly listings flyer was distributed during the
housing ambassadors and street team pilots. For the
informational materials pilot, the flyer was posted to
the HPD website and publicized via HPD’s social media
outlets, but it was not posted to NYC Housing Connect.

M A N H AT TA N

50 North Fifth Street in Williamsburg, Brooklyn
Income ranges between $29,829 – $51,540*

	
  

46 apartments

	
  

Deadline: July 1, 2013

Berean Apartments in Crown Heights, Brooklyn
Income ranges between $30,069 – $59,820*
106 apartments

Deadline: July 15, 2013

CAMBA Gardens in East Flatbush, Brooklyn
Income ranges between $29,760 – $59,820*
61 apartments

Deadline: July 12, 2013

Lists of all current developments are available online, but
design participants specifically mentioned the need for a
hard-copy flyer—to display on bulletin boards, hand out
at workshops, or share with non-digital friends or family.
A new monthly-listings template was developed for this
purpose, highlighting developments’ locations, incomeeligibility requirements, and number of available units.

QUEENS
BK1

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

BK8

BK17

B R O O K LY N

* You are eligible for an apartment based on your total
household income and household size, and other criteria.
Make sure to review detailed requirements, including income
range, on the individual advertisement for each development.

S TAT E N I S L A N D

www.nyc.gov/housingconnect

Visit www.nyc.gov/housingconnect to
get more information or to apply online.

facebook.com/NYCHPD
@nychousing
www.nyc.gov/housingconnect
www.nyc.gov/hpd

	
  

This document is for informational purposes only.
This is not an application for affordable housing.

EVALUATION OF PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
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Both sessions consisted of 45-minute sessions with multiple individual
applicants, preceded by a one-hour session with multiple staff members from
the housing service provider. Please see the Appendix section for the specific
questions and scenarios that were posed during the sessions. Findings from the
sessions informed a subsequent round of design and content changes.

Did the web- and email-based distribution methods work?
The ‘What to Expect’ process map and ‘After You Apply’ checklists booklet
were posted by HPD for public viewing and download in several locations on
the HPD, HDC, and NYC Housing Connect websites on November 1, 2013.
They appeared as links to PDF files. The NYC Housing Connect site was a
very effective distribution location, generating tens of thousands of downloads
(see Figure 3). The HPD site generated a much smaller number of downloads;
statistics for downloads from the HDC site were not available.
The redesigned housing advertisement template was adapted for use by 16
developments during the pilot period (from July 2013 to July 2014). Download
numbers for these ads are not available, but successful distribution can be
inferred from survey responses suggesting that more than 70% of applicants
had seen an advertisement (see Figure 3), with the HPD website as the top
source of information (see Figure 4).
The monthly listings flyer was released in monthly iterations for public
download beginning in April 2014. Digital distribution was limited, however, to
the HPD website and reflected the comparatively low download numbers of that
site versus the NYC Housing Connect site.
Email distribution of the informational materials did not occur in trackable numbers.
Regular e-mail blasts about new developments that are distributed to all subscribers
to HPD’s mailing list are generated through a template that did not allow the
customization to add attachments or specific links to the information materials.

What were the biggest challenges in developing and
distributing the informational materials?

PILOT FEEDBACK

“Applicants will come to
me and ask me what are
dividends, annuities, and
life insurance policy. Key
terms in the [income] guide
would be helpful.”
Participating Housing
Ambassador

One development challenge related to the relationship between the materials
and HPD’s online application system: The income guide document, which was
conceived originally as a tool for assisting applicants with accurately filling out a
paper application, was altered during proposal development to focus on guiding
applicants through the new NYC Housing Connect online application system.
Testing with users suggested that the tool required further revision, either to focus
even more specifically on issues related to the online process, or to function
more generically as a resource for applicants using either the online system or
a paper application. The team decided to suspend piloting of the guide with the
public pending planned content and layout changes to the online application
system; it was distributed to ambassador organizations for review and feedback.
Production and distribution of the materials posed some challenges. It proved
difficult for HPD’s in-house print shop to produce hard-copy materials to the
specifications provided by the design team, particularly relating to the use of
less common paper sizes and double-sided printing. Several ambassadors were
interested in additional hard copies and appreciated HPD’s generosity to print
them, but responsibility for delivery or pick-up was not always clearly identified.
During the street team event, demand for hard copy materials outstripped supply.
The visual appearance of the redesigned housing advertisement template
received positive feedback all around, but HPD marketing staff and developers
found it cumbersome to work with the complicated formatting in the Word
template file, a legacy of converting the template from the InDesign layout
program.
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What aspects of the pilot were notably successful?
As the team had hypothesized, printed informational materials were very helpful
for non-digital applicants, and the ‘What to Expect’ process map and ‘After You
Apply’ checklists booklet were very useful for helping applicants understand the
process. The income guide, even despite the challenges described above, was
a helpful training tool for ambassadors, and the monthly listings flyer helped
applicants see available units in one location, some of which they may not have
heard about otherwise.

INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS
SCALING UP
Translate the Materials into Spanish, Mandarin, and Other
Common Languages
PILOT FEEDBACK

“I wanted to know if there is
an update on language.
People want to use these
sheets but they should be in
different languages.”
Participating Housing
Ambassador

As expected, demand for materials in languages other than English was high.
A priority should be placed on translating future version of the materials into
Spanish, Mandarin, and other languages specific to the communities in which
HPD most often markets affordable units.

Develop Design Capacity
For efficient development of top-quality informational materials—whether
revisions to the pilot materials or new items—it may benefit HPD to develop
further in-house or freelance design capacity, whether through hiring, training
and equipping current staff, or identifying budget for design services.

Expand Web- and Email-based Distribution
For greater exposure, the monthly listings flyer could also be distributed via
NYC Housing Connect, where applicants can download it for their own reference
or to share with members of their network. Survey responses suggesting that
more than 5% of applicants learned of opportunities from HPD’s Facebook
page highlight the value of social media in reaching New Yorkers; more
distribution of comprehension-building materials via social channels may be
valuable. It may also be helpful to adapt HPD’s email template to allow for
greater customization and links to the informational materials.

Find Ways to Direct Ineligible Applicants to Other Resources
PILOT FEEDBACK

“People are really excited
about [the materials]
because it avoids all of
the paperwork... they are
understanding [eligibility]
better now, but they are
getting really discouraged...
People are not coming back
because they are not eligible.”

As intended, the informational materials helped applicants understand their
own eligibility for housing opportunities—with the result that some applicants
reported disappointment at their limited ability to apply for affordable housing
(typically because of low income). Future iterations of the materials might look
to more specifically direct New Yorkers to alternate sources of affordable housing.

Participating Housing
Ambassador

EVALUATION OF PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
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PILOT 2

Assessing the Hyper-Local
Marketing Pilot
The hyper-local marketing pilot
asked developers and their marketing
agents to share information about
new developments in the places of
daily life surrounding new-to-market
housing developments. The intention
was to help developers reach more
eligible applicants within the
development’s community-board
district. The hyper-local marketing
pilot was also used to test the
revised design of the advertisement
template itself.

HYPER-LOCAL MARKETING
PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
HPD selected two marketing agents whose projects fell within the timeline
of the pilot phase to serve as partners for the hyper-local marketing
implementation: Wavecrest, a residential management company with over 30
years of experience in managing affordable housing units, was responsible for
marketing Morris Court, a 201-unit development in the Mott Haven section of
the Bronx; of the 201 units, 158 were affordable housing units marketed to
a mix of income ranges. Housing Partnership, a non-profit organization, was
responsible for marketing 30 units of an otherwise market-rate development
in the Lower East Side; this project was constructed under the inclusionary
housing program and contained a total of 135 units.
HPD met individually with the agents to plan pilot implementation. In additon,
a Public Policy Lab fellow shadowed the marketing agents as they carried out
hyper-local marketing activities in each of the two locations, following along
for several hours and observing agents’ interactions with store owners and
reactions from members of the public.

HYPER-LOCAL MARKETING
LESSONS LEARNED
Were the planning activities related to hyper-local marketing
effective?
Preliminary discussion about the hyper-local marketing pilot was folded into the
required meeting that is held with every marketing agent prior to signing off on
the marketing plan. To explain the goals and requirements of the pilot to both
marketing agents, HPD developed a new attachment to the existing marketing
plan. (The plans that marketing agents have to submit include a series of
“attachments”—supporting materials such as the housing advertisement
itself and a list of institutions that the advertisement will be sent to, among
other documents.) This attachment included the request for a detailed hyperlocal marketing plan (see Appendices) that lists all establishments where the
advertisement would be distributed and a rationale for these choices.
Questions arose during the meeting about the number of sites or the radius
from the development that should be targeted for distribution. This was left to
the marketing agent to decide. Another issue raised was what would happen to
the posted advertisements after the deadline. HPD emphasized that it was the
marketing agent’s responsibility to take them down.

A customer in a Lower East Side restaurant
assists a marketing agent in posting a flyer.
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After the meeting, both piloting marketing agents submitted a plan identifying
locations. Housing Partnership identified two different neighborhoods using
Google maps, one near the development and one in Chinatown—Chinese being
the population identified as least likely to apply. (As part of every marketing
plan, marketing agents are required to identify population groups least likely
to apply and propose marketing strategies to reach this population.) The
submitted plan also included proposed schedules for the advertisement’s initial
distribution, replenishing, and removal.

Overall, planning activities were comprehensive and well-intentioned.
Ultimately, however, some aspects of the plans were not entirely effective. See
discussion below of challenges the marketing agents faced in distributing the
advertisement and potential improvements to distribution networks.

What were the biggest challenges to customizing the
advertising template, if any?
Both marketing agents used the redesigned housing advertisement template,
which they successfully adjusted to fit the needs of the development in
collaboration with HPD staff. The visual appearance of the redesigned
advertisement template received positive feedback from all users, but HPD
marketing staff and developers found it tricky to customize the elaborately
formatted Word template file—an adaptation of a template created in the
graphic layout application InDesign.

How did the developers identify hyper-local marketing locations?
Agents identified potential locations in the marketing plan, but picking the
optimal locations for posting the advertisements turned out to be best done
during distribution. While the prepared plan served as a rough guide, several
businesses that were on the list appeared closed, and others that weren’t on
the list turned out to be very suitable.
Both distribution agents used their knowledge of the development neighborhood
to navigate businesses and decide on appropriate venues. On-the-ground
knowledge was particularly helpful in one case, where the original agent who’d
developed the plan didn’t know the neighborhood well and had struggled to
identify appropriate locations. In both neighborhoods, the distributor made
notes of the new locations that were chosen in order to be able to monitor and
remove the advertisements, as required by the marketing plan.

To what extent did passersby notice and interact with the flyers?
Members of the public appreciated face-to-face encounters with marketing
agents. In almost all instances, business owners, clerks, and customers made
positive remarks about affordable housing being built in their neighborhood
and the opportunity to learn about it. When posting materials quite near the
development (within a five-minute walking distance), members of the public
made the connection to the development instantly.

PILOT FEEDBACK

“You need to highlight the
deadline. That’s important
information! Do you have a
marker, let me mark it up
right now.”
Customer in Business
on the Lower East Side

However, it is not clear how visible or noticeable the advertisements were
without the face-to-face encounter, since the materials were not designed to
function as posters. The advertisements contain a lot of detailed information
that is difficult to absorb at a glance, and this complexity was reflected in how
people responded. In some cases, customers and store clerks who interacted
with the posted materials made recommendations on how to highlight the most
relevant information. However, more often members of the public expressed
interest in being able to take the flyer with them or take a picture in order to
study it in detail or pass on to someone else.

What aspects of the pilot were notably successful?
Interacting with businesses was time consuming but had unexpected additional
benefits. In both pilot observations, the agent distributed approximately 12
advertisements in two hours. Asking for permission and explaining the purpose
of the housing advertisement took a considerable amount of time. However,
those conversations led to valuable interpersonal contact: Almost every store
clerk seemed interested in applying or had a relative or friend with whom he or
she wanted to share the flyer.

EVALUATION OF PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
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What were the biggest challenges that marketing agents had
in distributing the advertisement?
PILOT FEEDBACK

“This seems like overkill.
We get too many applications
for not enough apartments
already. We do not have
enough staff resources to
do this. Also, there is the
cost for printing... I was
reluctant to print more than
30 flyers.”
Participating Marketing Agent

In both pilots the submitted hyper-local marketing plan proved to be unrealistic
in terms of its extent and ambition. Neither marketing agent was able to cover
the entire area proposed in the plan. Both agents also scaled back on the
proposed schedule and reduced the number of times that an agent went out to
post advertisements after realizing the enormous time commitment required. In
both cases, the plan with previously identified locations was used as a general
guidance, but was not followed exactly. Overall, the level of effort required to plan,
distribute, track, and remove the materials seemed unequal to the benefit created.

HYPER-LOCAL MARKETING
SCALING UP
Create a Network of Hyper-Local Distributors
Under current marketing guidelines, marketing agents are required to send
a copy of the housing advertisement to local community organizations and
political offices. Revisiting the guidelines for who is included in this list—and
potentially expanding it to schools, libraries, businesses, and other places of
everyday life—might increase the capacity for hyper-local marketing.
HPD and the marketing agent should consider all local contacts as potential
“hyper-local marketers” and provide them with copies of the advertisements
to distribute to their constituents. Shop owners contacted during the pilot, for
example, were very interested to learn about affordable housing opportunities
in their community. Local business operators might potentially be recruited to
serve as informal community ambassadors—spreaders of information to many
dozens of community residents every day.
This approach would have the added benefit of targeting community members
likely to speak languages common in a given neighborhood. (In both pilot
cases, agents encountered business owners or clerks who had a limited
knowledge of English and needed explanation of the pilot from the agent in
another language.)

Provide Copies of Advertisements to Take Home
Since the housing advertisement contains a lot of detailed information that
cannot be easily grasped on the fly, many people were interested in taking a
copy home for themselves or a friend. Marketing agents should provide local
organizations and places of everyday life with greater quantities of flyers to
hand out, in addition to posting one in the store or on a bulletin board.

Design a ‘Postable’ Version of the Advertisement
It would be helpful to create specific poster version of the advertisement,
designed for display, or a postcard version. This idea was considered and
shelved during proposal development due to workflow concerns, but it should
be revisited prior to scaling hyper-local marking efforts.
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PILOT 3

Assessing the Housing
Ambassadors Pilot
The housing-ambassador pilot
aims to support those people and
organizations who already work
with potential applicants during the
marketing process—neighborhood
groups, nonprofit developers,
employees of city agencies,
community-based organizations,
and concerned residents—and
give them the tools they need to
be most effective.

HOUSING AMBASSADORS
PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
The goals of the ambassador program were to establish channels for
communication and feedback between ambassadors and HPD, ensure a
consistent message about the marketing and application process, distribute the
knowledge of those acting as ambassadors, and increase meaningful face-toface interaction between ambassadors and applicants prior to applying and
throughout the process. In order to implement these goals, HPD developed a
training program and bi-weekly feedback sessions for the ambassadors, which
spanned a several month period. Over that time, HPD:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Recruited ambassadors for participation in the program.
Developed training materials for use during the ambassador kick off and
subsequent training meetings.
Laid out all responsibilities to the ambassadors so that they had a clear
understanding of their role and that they were not liable to for applicants’
application errors or rejections.
Prepped and printed all information materials to be distributed to all
ambassadors for use.
Conducted bi-weekly calls with ambassadors to check in on the progress of
their work and to capture additional insight.
Facilitated additional in-person training and evaluation sessions to discuss
the value of the program and encourage cross-organizational collaboration.

In order to evaluate the pilots, Public Policy Lab fellows attended all or most of
the bi-weekly check-ins and in person meetings in order to capture questions
and successes that were emerging from conversations. Those key findings are
outlined below.

HOUSING AMBASSADORS
LESSONS LEARNED
Did HPD find that existing housing partners were excited or
reluctant to serve as housing ambassadors?

HPD’s marketing division presented
an overview of the pilot and the
informational material to a group of
representatives from several organizations
participating in the ambassadors pilot.

HPD chose participants based on their location, the types of housing that were
going to be marketed during the pilot implementation cycle, and the work that
the organizations were doing within multiple types of neighborhoods across
New York City. The four initial participating organizations were Good Old Lower
East Side (GOLES), Community League of the Heights (CLOTH), Churches
United for Fair Housing (CUFFH), and Mutual Housing Association of New
York (MHANY). All four were enthusiastic about participating and continued to
report satisfaction about their involvement in the pilot.
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Were the training sessions for housing ambassadors useful?
PILOT FEEDBACK

“This is a really helpful
exchange as an agency…
How can we continue with
this after [the conclusion
of the pilot]? How can we
continue to answer your
questions?”
HPD Staff Member,
Speaking to Ambassadors

The training sessions were helpful to all who participated—including HPD staff
and the housing ambassadors. The in-person meetings allowed HPD to hear
from ambassadors and coordinate their participation in the pilot program with
minimal confusion. The ambassadors were able to actively contribute to the
pilot’s development and voice their constituents’ concerns—receiving direct
feedback from the “experts” (e.g., HPD) on how to handle those concerns.
Clarity was achieved, and when there was confusion, it could be addressed
immediately.

Did HPD establish and maintain a platform for feedback and
exchange? Was it effective?
The bi-weekly check-in calls and in-person sessions were effective mechanisms
for feedback and information exchange. HPD heard first-hand about small
successes—and areas for improvement—that ambassadors were experiencing
‘on-the-ground’ with applicants, and ambassadors had access to feedback
to help them in their roles. HPD was also able to capture valuable knowledge
about how, when, and why applicants struggle with the affordable housing
process, how they could best support ambassadors in their work, and how the
application process could be improved to minimize confusion.
Cross-organizational collaboration between ambassadors was more difficult
to ignite, however. Ambassadors conversed during the bi-weekly calls, but
they did not reach out to each other beyond those calls, and most comments
were directed to HPD. When asked, ambassadors explained that demanding
schedules made it difficult to pursue further conversations beyond the
scheduled call times. It’s also possible that the pilot ambassador groups, being
knowledgeable and established organizations, had a more need for specific data
from HPD than for operational tips from each other. HPD staff surmised that
less-experienced organizations might get more benefit from cross-organizational
relationships.

Did the ambassador program make a difference in the lives of
the applicants it touched and the ambassadors themselves?
It was very clear from all meetings that the ambassadors have deep knowledge
of the needs of applicants who are navigating the affordable housing application
process. They are important resources within the affordable housing space, and
they reported that the pilot allowed them to better serve their constituents.
The ambassador organizations also seemed to derive value from the new
opportunity the pilot offered, to serve as the applicant voice in conversations
with HPD. During bi-weekly calls and in-person meetings, ambassadors were
honest and upfront about their experiences working with applicants. HPD was
equally open and receptive to the ambassadors’ input.
PILOT FEEDBACK

“Since we got these materials,
it’s been helpful to divert
the walk-in traffic from our
wait list. Now we can give
people the materials and it’s
nice to have the people leave
the office with optimism.”
Participating Housing
Ambassador
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HOUSING AMBASSADORS
SCALING UP
Provide Ambassadors with Larger Quantities of Printed
Materials
Informational materials proved extremely important to ambassadors for their
work with affordable housing applicants. Some ambassadors were in need of
additional printed resources from HPD for scheduled public events. Others
made additional copies themselves to hand out during regular walk-ins. In

addition to being committed to the provision of hard copies to ambassadors,
when needed, HPD and ambassadors should establish a more standard system
for requesting, printing, and distributing materials. More regular in-person
sessions, as suggested below, may solve the problem of delivery.

Hold More In-Person Ambassador Sessions
The two in-person events HPD held during pilot assessment were notable for
their depth of content and quality of information exchange. While bi-weekly
phone check-ins were helpful for HPD to share information, the in-person
sessions were more effective venues for ambassadors to became familiar each
other and to provide HPD with direct feedback. In recognition, HPD added more
in-person sessions (after the assessment period). Future efforts should also
include frequent in-person gatherings.

Develop a Public Acknowledgment of Ambassadors’ Role
PILOT FEEDBACK

“It would be nice to be able
to say ‘We are your housing
ambassador.’ It helps people
know they are getting real,
factual information… Just
being able to recognize the
relationship in some way
would be helpful.”
Participating Housing
Ambassador

Ambassadors were interested in some form of public acknowledgment
regarding their ambassadorial role, both as a way to publicize their work around
affordable housing and as an endorsement of their services. After discussion
between the agency and ambassadors, a letter or certificate of participation
in the ambassador program seems to be the most appropriate format. It will
be necessary to develop this acknowledgment in a way that minimizes any
potential confusion with other recognitions that already exist, such as being a
HUD-certified housing counseling agency.

Encourage Collaboration among Ambassadors
The potential of ambassadors to serve as peer educators and supporters
remains largely untapped. HPD should find additional ways to encourage, but
not manage, collaboration among ambassadors. A digital forum managed by
and developed for ambassadors (e.g., a list-serve or Facebook closed group)
could supplement regular phone calls or meetings with HPD.

Include More Organizations in the Ambassador Program
Due to the number of affordable housing applicants and the success of the pilot
program, HPD should include more organizations in the ambassador program
so that their reach can multiply. HPD should consider scaling the program
through incremental phasing to ensure that HPD’s capacity for support is not
compromised.

HPD staff and members of ambassador
orgnaizations met in person to review the
pilot plan and informational materials.
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PILOT 4

Assessing the
Street Team Pilot
The goal of the pilot was to increase
awareness about HPD’s affordable
housing programs—and the online
application system—by sending a
street team of HPD staff to targeted
high-traffic areas across the city.

STREET TEAM
PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
For the first street team appearance, HPD set up a tent at the Brooklyn Borough
Hall Greenmarket on May 6, 2014, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The market is
centrally located in Downtown Brooklyn and is frequented by a diverse daytime
population due to a variety of courthouses, government offices, universities,
and businesses in the area.
To staff the team, HPD’s Marketing division teamed up with the agency’s
Public Outreach and Education (POE) division, whose members participate in
similar events frequently. HPD’s marketing staff prepared approximately 200
color copies of each of the information materials, and POE brought additional
materials on tenant rights and housing maintenance.
During the day, a Public Policy Lab fellow joined the street team as an observer,
engaging members of the public in conversation about the presence of the
street team and asking them to participate in a survey to rate their experience
of encountering the street team. Responses were overwhelmingly positive and
many expressed their appreciation for the presence of HPD at the market (see
Figure 6).

STREET TEAM
LESSONS LEARNED
Did potential applicants feel more comfortable with the
application process as a result of coming into contact with
the street team?
Interaction with the street team was much appreciated: Members of the
public were interested in learning about affordable housing and appreciated
that HPD was there to answer questions. People who engaged with the street
team described the staffers as friendly, polite, knowledgeable and informative.
Conversations were as long as it took for people to feel informed.
Some key elements of the information conveyed to many during the day:

The pilot event for the street team was held
in downtown Brooklyn on May 6, 2014. The
team set up during a semi-weekly farmers’
market that attracts significant foot traffic.
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•
•
•
•
•

Where to apply online and find out what’s available
Walk-through the online application process
The relationship between income, unit size, and rent
The length of the process
What a community preference is

In addition, HPD staff answered many individual questions that were specific to
each person’s circumstances.

Did residents take advantage of the ability to start an
application on the spot? Why or why not?
The team had four tablet devices to demonstrate the NYC Housing Connect
online portal. It was the design team’s original assumption that members of
the public would register with NYC Housing Connect at the event, but concerns
that HPD’s involvement might create the misperception of an advantage in
the process led to use of the tablets solely for demonstration purposes. Most
members of the public appreciated seeing how the online portal functions
and what developments were available, although some people with less digital
familiarity found the online environment too foreign for comfort.

What were the biggest challenges in staffing and running the
street-team operations?
The event is taxing for staff. Four to five HPD staff members (from the strategic
planning, marketing, and POE divisions) were engaged in conversation with
members of the public non-stop. With a constant flow of interested people
asking for information, the team rarely got a break; they would have benefited
from additional staff members. However, HPD’s marketing division is small and
a day on the street means that other work does not get done. In addition, it is
HPD’s policy to follow up with members of the public regarding questions that
cannot be answered right away. This potentially consumes additional time after
the event. The support by and collaboration with POE was critical in making the
pilot event possible.

How many residents engaged with the street team?

Street team members wore branded shirts
encouraging passers-by to ask them about
affordable housing. More than 250 New
Yorkers took them up on the request.

Over the course of the day, the team spoke to more than 250 members of the
public about a variety of topics. Interactions ranged from a quick provision of
informational materials to in-depth conversations about a person’s particular
situation and options.

FIGURE 6

POSTCARD SURVEY:
STREET TEAM VALUE
Survey respondents were overwhelmingly
positive about their interactions with the
street team and the value of the service.

YES
59/60
After meeting with HPD’s
street team, do you feel
like you know more about
affordable housing in New
York City...

YES
47/60
...and understand how to
apply for it?

YES
55/60
Did the street team provide
you with information about
affordable housing that
you would share with your
friends and family?
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STREET TEAM
SCALING UP
The street team appearance was very much appreciated by the public and
encouraged throughout the day with positive feedback in person and in the
survey. To continue, HPD can learn from the experience and incorporate some
improvements to it, which will benefit both the team and the public.

Hold More Frequent Events in Different Locations
PILOT FEEDBACK

“Our street team at the
farmers’ market was great,
but not sustainable for the
staff to continue doing [with
current staff capacity].”
Participating HPD Staff Member

The most frequent comment expressed in terms of ideas for improving the
street team was to “come to the community” and “come more often”. To hold
more frequent and far-flung events, however, the team’s staffing capacity
will have to be increased. Ongoing collaboration between marketing and
HPD’s skilled Public Outreach and Education Unit will allow POE staff to
become increasingly familiar with specific issues related to the marketing and
lottery process, perhaps boosting capacity for future street team events. To
increase the range of event venues, HPD marketing could also collaborate with
ambassador or community development partners to identify future locations
and events.

Select Strategic Times and Locations
During this first street team event, only two developments were accepting
applications, neither of which were near the street team location. While this
made most inquiries hypothetical, it did not make the topic of affordable
housing any less interesting to New Yorkers.

Street team pilot activities were
warmly recived by the public, if
taxing on staff members.
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That said, it would be good to test how the dynamic changes if the street team
appears in a neighborhood with an active marketing campaign. In that case, the
street team could support marketing agents in reaching out to the local community,
educate members of the public about income requirements, and create a
general awareness of the relationship between income, unit size and rent.

Bring More and Different Materials
The take-away informational materials were hugely popular and crucial to the
street team pilot’s success. However, different people needed different levels of
information: some only needed a short reminder of the NYC Housing Connect
website address, while others wanted a complete set of materials to study later.
In many cases, people wanted to take material to give it to somebody else.
During the pilot event, the team ran out of informational materials before
the day was over; 200 copies of each piece was not enough for five hours
of engagement. In the future, it will be helpful not just to bring more copies
of each material but also to diversify the material available and hand it out
during the event strategically to conserve resources (including copies of the
advertisements). A card that only has the website information could be useful.
For some members of the public, that URL is all they want or need.

Upgrade hardware and materials production
HPD was able to use equipment provided by the greenmarket (tent and table),
which made setup much easier. However, signage to identify the agency was
small, not printed on weatherproof material, and had no mechanism to be
secured to the tent or table; production specifications outlined by design
team were not used, so communication about these specs may need to be
revisited. Informational material was not printed in the correct size or color;
communication with HPD’s in-house print service should be reviewed, and staff
may also need more planning time prior to an event to resolve issues.

FIGURE 7

What word or words would you use to describe your experience with HPD’s street team?

POSTCARD SURVEY:
STREET TEAM EXPERIENCE
Survey respondents were asked to
describe their experience with the street
team in one or two words.

helpful
informative
friendly
great
excellent
good
keep up
useful
cooperative
delightful
enlightening
effective
going to tell other people about this
informed
informational
knowledgeable
ok
pleasant
polite
professional
remarkable
willing to provide information
EVALUATION OF PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
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APPENDICES:
RESEARCH
MATERIALS
A range of research materials were used by the Public Policy
Lab fellows to plan and conduct the pilot evaluation activities.
Capsule descriptions of the research materials are included
here; to see the complee materials, please download the digital
version of this document, available online.
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About the
Research Materials
DIGITAL APPENDIX A:

PRELIMINARY
EVALUATION PLAN

DIGITAL APPENDIX B:

USER TESTING
SCRIPTS

DIGITAL APPENDIX C:

APPLICANT
ENGAGEMENT
& SURVEY PLAN

DIGITAL APPENDIX D:

POSTCARD SURVEY

DIGITAL APPENDIX E:

ONLINE SURVEY

The purpose of the preliminary plan was to outline an overall process for
evaluating the pilot implementation efforts performed by HPD. Evaluation
planning was structured around the three design objectives and the four pilot
proposals. Each section lays out the research materials, team-member roles,
strategy, and timeframe for evaluation efforts. This plan, developed in late
2013, guided the evaluation team’s work until completion of the assessment
process, in mid 2014.

Prior to piloting the informational materials, HPD and the Public Policy
Lab organized two testing sessions to evaluate the materials’ content and
design. The scripts and testing scenarios developed for these sessions were
designed to elicit feedback on to what extent the informational materials were
helpful, intuitive, and easy to use. Each session, which took place at housing
organizations in the Bronx and Brooklyn, consisted of multiple 45-minute
interviews with individual applicants, preceded by a one-hour session with a
group of staff members from the housing service provider. Separate scripts
were developed for providers and applicants.

This plan proposes different activities to capture applicants’ experiences
with the pilots; it was developed by the Public Policy Lab fellows both to
guide their work and for HPD staff to review and grant approval prior to the
fellows beginning public outreach and engagement. Given available time and
resources, the team chose to proceed with two of the five proposed applicant
engagements—the online survey posted on NYC Housing Connect and a
postcard survey distributed at the street team pilot.

An evaluator observed the street team pilot on May 6, 2014, and carried out
intercept interviews with members of the public who had interacted with street
team representatives. Each respondent was asked to fill out a brief survey in
postcard form, reproduced here. Sixty members of the public participated,
nearly 25% of the approximately 250 who interacted with the team during the
course of the event.

An online survey was posted on NYC Housing Connect over four weeks from
June to July 2014. See this appendix for representative screen shots of posted
questions (survey questions are presented in full in Appendix C). This survey
generated responses from nearly 2,500 housing applicants, approximately 1%
of the nearly 250,000 applicants during that period.
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